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Mancala is a game that is thousands of years old and has been played in various 

ways in countries all around the world. It is a simple enough game to provide extra 

practice with counting, but offers enough strategy and combinations to keep older 

kids interested in playing. And, it is quite simple to create your own game board!  

 

What You Need: 
 

• egg carton (cardboard is easier to cut, but Styrofoam also works) 

• markers or paint 

• tape 

• scissors 

• counters: beans, buttons, marbles, etc. 

 

Instructions: 
 

The first thing you need to do is cut off the top of the egg carton.  

 

Then you need to cut the two ends off of the top so that they will fit on either side 

of the bottom. These ends will serve as each side’s “bucket”.  

 

Tape each bucket on the end of the egg carton so that it is secure.  

 

Now you’re ready to decorate!     
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Because this two player game consists of a player 1 side and their “end bucket” and 

then player 2’s side and their corresponding “end bucket,” it could be helpful to 

color or paint each side accordingly. (When playing, players sit across from each 

other and the “end bucket” to the right belongs to that player.) 

 

Once the game board is decorated, you’re ready to play!  

 

To set up the game, place 4 counters in each of the 12 cups (the main egg carton 

piece). 

 

Player 1 begins by picking up all the counters in any of their cups and dropping 

them one by one into each cup, moving counterclockwise around the board. A 

counter is dropped in their own end bucket, as well as their opponent’s cups, 

but not their opponent’s end bucket. The last cup that they land in is then picked 

up and they continue on dropping those counters one by one into cups as well. If 

they land in an empty cup on their own side, any counters in the cup opposite are 

captured and placed in their end bucket. If they end in an empty cup on their  

opponent’s side, they get nothing. It is then player 2’s turn, and they play in the 

same way. 

 

Play continues until one of the players runs out of counters. The other player gets 

to keep whatever is left on their side of the board and adds it to their end bucket. 

 

The player with the most counters in their end bucket wins! 

 

If you would like to share, consider posting on the BookSmart Math Community 

Facebook group! Use the hashtag #diymancala so others can find your helpful  

examples and decorating ideas. 
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